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The 
human 
body

Animals

Family
Birthdays

Celebrations
Towns 

Weather

Siblings
The school day

Time

Hobbies
Clothes

Descriptions, parts of the body, pets 

Describing others, pastimes, time

Food,  Francophone countries, clothes School subjects, opinions, time

Sports
Parties

Basic greetings in question and answer form. Numbers 1-10.  Classroom 
nouns and introduction to masculine and feminine concept.  Indefinite 

article.  Imperative verbs .  Noun-Adjective order.

Introductions, colours, numbers, first nouns, instructions

Celebrations and dates. Asking for and requesting 
presents.  Numbers 31-60.  Imperative verbs with 
nouns.  Asking for and giving directions to places.  

Asking for and describing the weather.

First person description and introduction to third person 
description.  Parts of the body.  Definite article.  Days of 

the week.  Animals.  Numbers 11-20.

Family members, months of the year, food

Months of the year.  Numbers 20-31.  Possessive 
pronouns.  Party food.  French alphabet.

Third person description, SVO of pastimes in present 

tense, time on the hour using question and answer 

form.

Opinions and justifications about sports in 
varying question and answer forms.  Future 
tense plans in question and answer form. 

Celebrations, presents, town buildings, directions, weather

Asking for food items with determiner “some”.  
Francophone countries.  Clothes.  Introduction to 

negating verbs.  Dictionary work.

Introducing others in the third person.  Negating the 
verbs “to be”, “to have” and “to like”. Possessive 

pronouns. 

Food
Towns and directions

Time

Food, directions, time, town buildings
Food items with plural definite articles.  Negating 

verbs.  Co-ordinating  conjunctions “and” and “but”.  
Time including minutes past the hour.  Directions 

including adverbs of time.

Expressing plans in the future tense.  Rooms 
in a home.  Verbs in third person singular.  

Expressing opinions.  Preposition “in”.

Pastimes, clothes, opinions
Present tense hobbies in question and answer form 
infinitive verbs, adverbial phrases of time .  Definite 
and indefinite articles, singular and plural.  Numbers 

60-80. Dictionary work.

Present tense habitual actions. Question 
and answer form of future tense.  
Prepositional phrases.  Adverbial 

phrases.

Sports, opinions, party plans
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Holiday plans, opinions, homes and activities

Daily routine, transport 
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Primary Languages are 
currently not part of the Key 
Stage One curriculum.
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Numbers to 100, recap 

of first and third 

person description using 

more refined adjectives, a 

wider variety of adjectival 

phrases to express opinion


